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About This Game
Mindless Running - it's a classic runner with story mode. Explore a randomly-generated world while listening to a unique
soundtrack.
Our hero will have to go off on a dangerous journey, go through thick and thin, overcome hardships and obstacles to get to his
Granny (who has baked his favourite Pedigree snacks for her beloved grandson ). Due to player needs motivation, during the
journey the lives of the hero and his friends will be permanently in danger. See if you can take that!
Despite a chosen difficulty level it will always be hard as HELL! Test yourself and complete a number of challenging levels to
enjoy to the full one of the main features of the game - its system of narrative dialogues in the spirit of modern role-playing
AAA projects with a shade of delicate irony.
Earn as many points as possible while playing normal game mode to unlock Steam achievements! There are no ratings and best
scores in Mindless Running - you're too unique and it's no need for anyone to know your results. Anyway you are the smartest
and the hottest here.
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Title: Mindless Running
Genre: Adventure, Indie
Developer:
Quiet River
Publisher:
Quiet River
Release Date: 22 Feb, 2016
7ad7b8b382
Minimum:
OS: Windows XP, 7, Vista, 8, 8.1, 10
Memory: 512 MB RAM
DirectX: Version 9.0
Storage: 150 MB available space

English,Russian
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mindless running. mindless running
Bought this game for 1 cent >.<
Does the game worth the 1 cent that i just spent? heck yeah it does.. Terrible "mindless" runner - 3/10
This is probably the worst runner-game I've ever played, The controls are a bit buggy and the "character" is moving so fast
through the pixel-world that it becomes really confusing, I got a headache pretty quickly. Probably the biggest problem is that
the objects you have to evade often become indistinct due to the badly created background looking very similar.
There is not a lot of variety either most of the levels are very similar, always the same objects. The game is very difficult but not
in a good way, it gets annoying very quickly.

Overall not recommended, stay away from this if you don't want to torture yourself.

100%-Achievment-Difficulty: Hard, getting a 10k score in the endless mode is pretty hard and annoying, that achievment took
me around 1 hour alone. the game is in fact "mindless" it's a side scrolling game where all you do is hit spacebar to jump over
spikes which will kill you even if you dont hit the sharp end also you jump over pits of water which will kill you if you get too
close even if you don't fall in. it's very hard and not fun enough to achieve the skills to eventually beat the very hard story mode.
the achievments are too hard to get, and the trading card drops are broken. not reccomended even for farming cards or
achievements. Harder than Flappy Bird...
My keyboard is broken now...
10/10 :D. Cons:
-Really clunky menus.
-Jumps only from space.
-If you die, it takes 10 seconds for the game to start a new level.
(unbearable, as you die ever so often)
-Doesn't support all the graphic options in the menu.
-Even if you like endless runner clones like Turbo Pug, this is just not fun to play.
I bought this for the trading cards, but was such a pain to play I ended up returning it.
Not worth the 0.50€ with coupon
Solid 0/10. The guy who made this game definitely has no internet connection in his Chrome browser.
On a serious note, this game is simple, relaxing and fun.. It's a fun game to play. It has a story mode but it isn't a game to play
long.
The only bad thing in my opinion is; that's it a mobile game. It only has "space" to jump. It's like such game when you die you
say "Okey 1 more and I'll stop" but then end up doing it another 10 times. Overall, if you got monney to much, go ahead buy it.
But it isn't that much. (In my opinion)
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Options --> Retro Mode --> Enjoy!. Yes it's hard, but not because you just suck at it but because it feels rigged for failure.
You have to press the space bar to jump over spikes which are either vertical or horizontal and 9 times out of 10 you will die
even though you didn't touch the spike. This is why this game gets a thumbs down. It's not good hard, it's stupid hard.
The other complaint I have is that with some maps it's difficult to see the actual spikes because they are almost the same colour
as everything else.
I guess if you really hate yourself you could give this a go?. Mindless Running is a frustrating, poorly thought out platformer.
Your goal is to either make it to the end of a level or go as far as you can, but some characters make it literally impossible.
3\/10. Fair enough for its price, right amount of difficulty, intelligent and funny dialogs differentiate it.. An endless runner that I
can only recommend to the masochist users. It's brutal and just not fun.... nice game !!!. the difficulty is not challenging but just
annoying. soundtrack sucks as well. wouldn't recommend.
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